For the tractor and machinery safety certification program it is critical that an individual’s knowledge of potential workplace hazards be accurately measured. For this to occur, a valid and reliable written examination is required. Failure to utilize a validated/reliable written examination may result in an individual’s knowledge being inaccurately assessed.

The development of a reliable exam can take considerable amount of time, resources and energy. To assist instructors a set of over 350 multiple-choice and True/False questions that have been written and validated. To access and use these questions, please go to www.agsafety4youth.info. You will need to register as an instructor to access the restricted portion of the website where the official questions are housed (Note: The website also contains review questions that are accessible to all). The question database allows you to develop either a paper-based or online examination.

Another beneficial component of the instructor portion of the website is the ability to track the progress of students. The database contains a “class” section where you, as an instructor, can keep records (personal information, examination scores and completion dates) on each individual student by class.

We strongly encourage you to become a registered instructor and utilize the resources that have been developed to make your job easier and more productive. If you have any questions or suggestions for improvement of the website or any other aspect of the “GEARING UP FOR SAFETY” program, please drop us a note at www.agsafety4youth.info or give us a call at 765-494-1191.